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Educational Visit

National Science Centre

09 October 2017

8.30 a.m. - 12:30 noon

Class IX

Educational Visits
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Objectives
. To popularize Science among the students.

. To inculcate scientific awareness and scientific temper and support curriculum based

concepts in Motion, Force, Work and Energy.

. To encourage Inquisitive minds to inculcate innovative ideas for devising exhibits.

Description

Students of class IX visited the Fun Science Gallery at National Science Centre which

comprises of exhiblts based on the concept of FORCE, ENERGY, WORK, and GRAVITATION,

,-.= ,a-,cs :- iXi D iS r,e ped lc -:cei-stanci rhese coiicepts betrei'afid pi,ivide fi-rci'e ciei-ity.

Inquisitive students also made an effort to venture and explore the other galleries related to

Origin of life, Water: an elixir on earth, Nuclear Science in India, World of digital revolution.

The text book approach makes science a very drab and uninteresting in the impressionable

minds of young children. This gallery seeks to escape from this trap by the method of KISMIF

(keep it Simple-Make it Fun). The students performed various trials of the exhibits to validate

the concepts and laws learnt and deduce. The students would attempt an assignment based

on the exhibits during the cycle in progress. The assignment questions would be discussed in

classroom and help to fill up the gaps and provide a suitable explanation or reason to different

exhibits. The visit based assignment would serve to supplement the subject enrichment

activities.
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